
 
 

  

 

1) Guaranteed Best Odds 
 a) Where JJBL offer a ‘Guaranteed Odds Race’ or a ‘Guaranteed Odds Selection’ within a race, then if you take 
the ‘Early Price’ available on your selection and the starting price (SP) is greater then we will payout on the SP.  
 b) This offer applies to Early Prices only and does not apply to Board prices. 
 c) Guaranteed Odds Bonus paid  up to a maximum of £1000 per betting slip 
     
2) 5p Rule 4 
 Any Horse Racing bet where a 5p in the pound ‘ Tattersalls Rule 4’ deduction is due will be waived. 
 
3) Double Result Payout - First Past the Post and/or the Official Result  
 a) JJBL will pay-out on both the First Past the Post result and the Official Result on all win and each way singles 
and multiples on Horse Racing in the UK, Ireland and South Africa to a maximum payout value of £25,000 to any one customer 
on any one race subject to the exceptions listed below.  
 b) JJBL will only pay on the Official Result in the following instances ; 
  i) All Ante Post bets  
  ii) All UK or Foreign Tote bets  
  iii) Any Forecast or Tricast bet 
  iv) Any void race or where any selection carry’s the wrong weight or where the jockey fails to ‘weigh in’ 
or where any selection takes the wrong course  
  v) Any selection given as a winner or placed, in error, by the judge or where there is an incorrect 
transmission of a result  
  vi) Any amended result given after the ‘weighed in’ point, for example after a successful appeal 
  vii) Any bets placed on any “Daily Challenge” bets eg ‘Favourites’, ‘Distances’ etc, also any bets ‘Without 
the Favourite’, any "Special Match Bet" markets and all two runner races 
 
4) Lucky 15 / 31 / 63 bets 
 a) Bonuses and Concessions will be paid on the win part of any bet consisting of Horse and/or Dog selections 
only. They are not paid on any Football / Sports / Numbers (other than Virtual) or any other type of bet 
 b) Bonuses and Concessions are not paid on any bet including one or more Ante Post selection or on any bet 
including a non runner.    
 c) Treble the Odds are paid on a single winner from any Lucky 15 / 31 / 63 bet 
 d) On any Lucky 15 bet - 10% Bonus is paid on all 4 winners 

e) On any Lucky 31 bet - 10% Bonus is paid on all 5 winners - 5% Bonus paid on any 4 winners  
f) On any Lucky 63 bet - 15% Bonus is paid on all 6 winners - 10% Bonus paid on any 5 winners  

 
5) Union Jack  
 a) Bonuses and Concessions will be paid on the win part of any Union Jack (UJ) bet consisting of Horse and/or 
Dog selections only. 
 b) JJBL will pay the following consolations on a correct selection 5 where no returns are achieved on the 
remainder of the bet ; 
  i) On UJ Trebles – a win single to the unit stake 
  ii) On UJ Trixies – a win single at double the odds to the unit stake 

c) JJBL will add the following bonuses to all UJ bets  
i) 10% added if 2 lines are all correct 
ii) 20% added if 3 lines are all correct 
iii) 30% added if 4 lines are all correct 
iv) 40% added if 5 lines are all correct 
v) 50% added if 6 lines are all correct 
vi) 100% added if 8 lines are all correct 

 
6) Forecast / Tricast Extra 
 a) This Bonus is paid on any bet consisting of Horse or Dog selections only 
 b) JJBL will payout double the Tricast return if your selections finish 1st, 2nd and 3rd in the order written on the 
special slip provided   
 
7) Enhanced Doubles/Trebles (&upwards) Bets 
 a) Where a Horse Enhanced Bet Offer is promoted in this shop, the withdrawal of any other runner which 
produces a Rule 4 deduction on the race, will result in the Enhanced Bet Offer selections continuing to stand but settlement 
will be at SP returns.  
 b) Where a selection in any Enhanced Bet Offer, on any Sport, is withdrawn, the remaining selections will 
continue to stand but settlement will be at SP returns. 
 


